Teaching Learning Process
Lectures and tutorials
Assessment Methods
Internal assessment and final examination as per CBCS rules
Keywords
Data, sampling, surveys
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Course Objective
The course seeks to familiarize students with basic concepts related to the Economic
Survey and Union Budget. It aims to equip students with sufficient knowledge and
skills to analyse these documents.
Course Learning Outcomes
Students will have the capability to understand government policies and will in
general be informed participants in economic decision making.
Unit 1
Concepts
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fiscal policy, areas of government spending in India
Capital and revenue expenditure, plan and non-plan expenditures
Deficits ( fiscal, primary, revenue), impact of fiscal deficits on the economy
Capital receipts, revenue receipts, tax and non-tax revenue, direct and and
indirect taxes, need for rationalisation of tax structure, Goods and Services
Tax (GST)
Actual, revised and budget estimates
Zero-base budgeting
Gender budgeting
Fiscal devolution and centre-state financial relations

Unit 2
The economic survey
•

Analysis of current and past policy emphasis

Unit 3
The union budget
•
•
•

Need for the budget, understanding the process of budget making in India
Analysis of fiscal and revenue deficits
Analysis of sources of revenue and expected growth in revenue, tax
simplification, improvement in administration, expansion of tax net and other
measures to improve revenue receipts,
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•

Analysis of expenditure pattern and expected growth in expenditure, thrust
areas of budget, sectors that have received higher/lower shares of expenditure,
the reasons and consequences thereof, steps proposed to ensure effective
spending
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